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ABSTRACT

The equilibrium distribution of dislocations in the plastic zone at the

crack tip of a finite width specimen Is analyzed, where the image force of

dislocations is involved. A comparison is made with the relative infinite medium

case. It is found that there exists a maximum a for the applied stress level
c

a and the critical value a is for the plastic zone size a. As a < a , or
o < cc , the effect of the image force of dislocations makes the plastic zone

c

larger. The material seems to be more ductile than a crack in infinite medium.

As a > a , the yielding process across the ligament takes place. This result of

calculation qualitatively agrees with the positron annihilation experiment

published "before.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As an external stress is applied On a cracked material, dislocations

as well as other defects will be generated and will be in motion near the

crack tip. A large or small plastic zone will be formed. Previous papers have

shown that the defect configuration in front of the crack tip is very important

to the fracture toughness of materials as well as the stress distribution near

the crack tip. Studies have been made on the equilibrium distribution of

dislocations In the plastic zone at a crack tip . It has been shown that

there is a small dislocation free zone or an opposite sign dislocation zone

just ahead of the crack tip. This paper reconfirms the existence of the

negative sign dislocation zone in the case of finite width materials.

With the help of the positron annihilation technique, Jiang et al.

measured the Doppler broadening line-shape parameters changing along the crack

plane near a crack tip. They found that If the applied stress was large

enough, this parameter decreased as the distance from the crack tip increased

and increased again in the region approaching the surface of the

specimen with finite width. This paper intends to explain the reason why it

Increases again and the influence of the free surface of the finite width

specimen on the equilibrium distribution of dislocations near the crack tip.

2. DISLOCATION EQUILIBRIUM DISTRIBUTION EQUATION

We consider a crack in a semi-infinite medium, the length of which is

2c. The ligament is L (the distance from the crack tip to the surface of the

medium). The size of the plastic zone is a (Fig. l ) . The dislocation

equilibrium distribution equation in the plastic zone at its crack tip is

- ax - °z <-*-J ~rj -r o. T o, tx j = a
(i)

where <£ (x) ~

-L
X -X' X.

(2)

(3)

A = |^ , I = ̂  , where is the she&r modulus, b the Burgers vector.
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where

In Eq_. ( l ) , the first term means that a t r i a l unit dislocation located at

a distance x {L-a < x < L) from the surface vith Burgers vector b is forced

by other dislocations in the plastic zone at positions x'(x'^ x). The second

term cf (x) is the stress concentration of the crack t ip ; the third O" is the

applied stress; the fourth a is the fractional stress against the dislocation

motion and the last one ax(x), which we consider to , is the image force of

dislocations acting on the t r i a l unit dislocation at x, given by formula (3),

where one term expresses the image force of dislocations except the dislocation

at x and the other one expresses the self-image force of the t r i a l unit-one.

Since the boundary surface in question is plane, and under the

equilibrium condition the plane is shear stress free, one may suppose that the

image dislocation distribution considered is equal to that in the plastic zone

in magnitude but opposite in sign (see Fig. l ) ; that i s , D(-x') = -D(x'). Take

formula (2) and (3) into ( l ) , after coordinate transformation n = x1 , 5 = x ,

the singular integral equation (l) can be solved with the use of finite Hilbert

transformation, in addition to the boundary condition D(/^)] r , T \s = Os then

one obtains , _ . , , . L' I . __,
(L-a

Again, after coordinate transformation, u = (i^n/a}-(m-l), t =

where m = L/a, and some lengthy calculations for the integrals in formula (It),

one finally obtains the equilibrium distribution of dislocations in the plastic

zone as a function of distance from the crack tip

(5)

where

(*>»-i>(t+A(»,-.)) S[t(t**(»,-ij)J

,t

JM+Jm-t

, k,) = k,)F(/3,

where F(*,k), E(*,k), and ir( + ,Y£,k) is the first, the second and the third

elliptic integral, respectively.

The condition for the solution of D(vf) in formula (It) to exist is

(6)

It leads to the following relation

oi -

7T J^
2 57

(T)

where

f v»,

F(v«, *.) - E

-ftyty

1'
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3. DISCUSSIOH

3.1 Infinite medium case

As L + « or m = L/a •+ », one gets from formula (5) the dislocation

distribution function in the plastic zone at a crack tip In infinite medium,

say D Q(x): meanwhile from formula (7) one obtains the applied stress level

a. in this case

3.2 The ligament yielding case

(S)

where

= Jo/.

t
f A.nt\) Lt -T)

7T
(9)

Formulae(B) and (9) are the same as those given in the previous paper .

In relation (7), 21/0^ = A/c^ = ub/2iralS which is determined by the

intrinsic properties of meterials. For a certain specimen, it is a. constant.

For calculation convenience, here it is taken as A/a = 5nm.

Let c,a be fixed (at the moment we take c = 5mm, a = 5mm), the relation

between a and L is shown In Fig, 2 according to formula (7). As we see in

Fig. 2, a increases as L increases and takes a = a as its limit line.

As L Increases, to the same size of the plastic 20ne,, larger applied stress

is : required because the dislocation image force, which pushes dislocations

towards the surface, decreases correspondingly. If a/L ̂  10 , then

(a - o)/a ^ 0.5#, the effect of dislocation image force could be Ignored.

Fig. 3 is the relation between the p]sstlc zone 3ize' a and the applied

stress level a (c,L are fixed). The values of c corresponding to curve

1,2,3 is 5mm, 15mm and 25mm respectively, while L has been kept to be the same

value, 25mm. As shown in Pig. 3, CL increases as (L Increases. The footnote

B indicates which group of c and L Is taken. Then, there is a maximum for

ctg (i.e. oeBC), after that, a^ decreases as CL increases. Generally speaking,

this maximum point for CL can be found by solving the equation dcL/da^ = 0,

and the relation between the applied stress and the specimen geometry (the crack

length and the width of the ligament) could also be analyzed. The appearance of

otgC is due to the image force of dislocations. The larger the size of the

plastic zone is, or the nearer to the surface the frontier of plastic zone is,

the larger the effect would be. In fact, however, the applied stress level

a(=o /o ) may not decrease as a becomes larger than a . a expresses the
y c c

critical value of the applied stress level for the ligament yielding; and a

corresponds to the critical size of the plastic zone. Only the range a < a

or d < &c is in the limit of our presupposition of calculation, while the range

a > a is beyond this limit. We indicated it by dotted lines in the figures

above (Figs. 2 and 3).

Fig. h shows the experimental results of Doppler broadening line-shape

parameters (S-parameters) measured along the crack plane of a single edge

cracked specimen presented by Jiang et al . . Curve 1 in Fig. h was related

to the small loading case (small applied stress level), where the S-paramster'

goes down to the lowest (the lowest being the parameter S in the elastic region)

as the distance from the crack t ip increases and never goes up again. This corresponds

to the situation of our calculation in which the ligament yielding does not

occur, i . e . a < a , or a < o c . Curves 2 and 3 were related to the large

applied stress level case, in which S-parameters reduced to the lowest and then

went up again in the surface-near region. This phenomenon indicates the ligament

yielding case, which corresponds to the case a > a we discussed above.
G

3.3 Dislocation- density distribution

Under the condition of non-ligament yielding (a < a ) , the equilibrium

distribution of dislocations in the plastic zone along the crack plane is shown

for certain L,c,a (according to formula (7), a is also fixed for certain

L,c,a); meanwhile the dislocation distribution for the same c,o in the infinite

-5-
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medium case is correspondingly drawn in terms of formula (.8) (Tigs. 5 and 6).

In Fig. 5, we take the size of plastic zone a as unit for horizontal coordinate,

and IT A/o for vertical coordinate unit; in Fig. 6, only the unit for horizontal

coordinate changes from a into c, the length of crack. Curves 1 and 3 in

Figs. 5 and 6 are for the case in which dislocation image force is involved,

but the applied stress level a for curve 1 is larger than that for curve 3;

while curves 2 and It are, corresponding to curves 1 and 3, the dislocation

distribution in the relative infinite medium case.

As it is shown in Fig. 5, involved the influence of the dislocation image

force, there still exists negative-positive dislocation distribution region in

the plastic zone near the crack tip (cf. results ), and the negative dislocation

distribution region occupies a small part in the plastic zone, the border dividing

the two opposite sign region is about u = 0.06 ^ 0.08, which is insensitive to

different applied stress level. This is approximately the same situation in

infinite medium case . One may see in Fig. 6, for certain crack length c and

ligament width L, the plastic zone size (the size of dislocation distribution

region} becomes larger as the applied stress level increases, and for the same

difference of the applied stress level, the difference of the plastic zone size

is larger, due to the dislocation image force, than that for the

relative infinite medium case (in Fig. 6, comparing curves 1 and 3 with curves

2 and h). On the other hand, the effects of dislocation image force could be

seen more apparently if one makes the comparison with the two curves under the

3ame applied stress level (and of course, the same crack length), for which in

Fig. 6 one may compare curves 1 and 2, curves 3 and h, respectively.

And it is also clear that the dislocation image force moves the

dislocations in the plastic zone towards the surface and makes the plastic

zone larger (this effect should be distinguished from the ligament yielding case

discussed in the previous Sec. 3.2); moreover,the larger the plastic zone size is,

or the nearer to the surface the dislocation distribution region is, the more

prominent the influence will be (at present, a/L = 0.2 for curve 3 and

a/L = 0.52 for curve 1 in Fig. 6).

From the above discussion, we can see that the finite size_of the specimen

has some effects on its fracture behaviour (i.e. its elastic-elastic fracture).

It may have actual significance to analyze the ligament yielding condition

furthermore.

It. CONCLUSION

The influence of dislocation image force on the equilibrium distribution

of dislocations in the plastic aohe at a crack tip is discussed. There exists

a maximum a for the applied stress level a and a critical value a for the

applied stress level a and a critical value a for the plastic zone size a;

As a < a , or a < a,,, the influence of dislocation image force makes the plastic

zone larger. The material seems to be more ductile. This is qualitatively

consistent with the macroanalysis of the relationship between volume/surface area

ratio and the brittleness of materials by Sih . As a > a_, the ligament

yielding takes place. This qualitatively agrees with the positron annihilation

experimental result from observing the plastic zone at a single edge cracked

specimen.
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Fig. 1 Scheme of dislocation distribution in the plastic .zone at a crack, tipi

The right line shows the dislocation distribution in the plastic zone;

The left dotted line shows the image dislocation distribution;

a is the size of the plastic zone, 2c is the length of crack;

L is the width of the ligament.

Fig, 2 The applied stress level a and the ligament L.

Due to the influence of dislocation image force, for a certain crack

length 2c, the values of a and L are taken restrictively. It is

against the presupposition of our calculation if L is too small,

therefore this is shown with dotted lines in the figure. {See the

following discussion of ligament yielding condition.)

Fig. 3 The applied stress level a and the sise of the plastic zone a (am)

Fig.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

(the applied stress level a = — ) ,

Relative change of S-parameter as a function of the distance L (ram)
6)from the crack tip - Ti).

Dislocation distribution in the plastic wone at a crack tip as a

function of distance from the crack tip. u = 1-T is the distance

taken the plastic zone a as a unit. Curves 1 and 3 for the case vith

the dislocation image force; curves 2 and h for the relative case in

the infinite medium, c = l̂ rnm, L = 25mm, 1) a = 0.60; 2) a = 0.60;

3) a = O.W; li) a = O.MJ.

Dislocation distribution in the plastic wone as a function of the

distance from the crack tip. r = — u the distance taken crack length

c as unit. 1) a = 0.60, a/L = 13/25 = 0.52; 2) a = 0.60;

3) a = O.W, a/L = 5/25 « 0.2; h) a = 0.U8.
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